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The Story of  
 

RAF HAYSCASTLE 
 

A WEST COAST CHAIN HOME RADAR STATION 
 
What remains of RAF Hayscastle today is a reminder of the service personnel who created and 
maintained a facility that undoubtedly played a vital role in the Allied victory over the Germans in 
WWII and, in the early years of the “Cold War”, providing an essential early radar warning system 
that kept the Soviet nuclear threat at bay.  

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

With the rise of Fascism and Hitler's entry into power in 1933, concern increased in this country of 

the possibility of enemy air attack by Germany and highlighted the inadequacies of any early warning system 

to detect such attack. 

During the 1930's the British Government had conducted a series of tests and experiments on a new 

means of aircraft detection and location - radio detection. This new early warning system underwent 

evaluation and testing in conjunction with the BBC, whose existing radio transmitters were used along with 

newly developed electronic equipment of the British Government's Science Department.  

The results of the tests from a combination of available technologies and the pioneering work on 

effective Control and Reporting systems led not only to the detection of aircraft up to forty miles away, but 

also their course and direction. Primitive as it was by today’s standards, this then became the early version 

of the Chain Home (CH) Radar Stations, the first to be organised into a complete defence system and the 

first that would be used successfully in wartime operations.  

 In October 1937 the Government proposed to construct a chain of Radio Detection Stations along 

Britain's coastline, to be fully operational within two years. In September 1938, following the 'The Munich 

Crisis' (reference to Prime Minister Mr. Chamberlain’s negotiations with Herr Hitler in Munich, Germany in an 

attempt to avoid war with Germany), the compulsory purchasing of land by the Government was introduced 

and companies were engaged in the production, installation and construction of the new equipment for Radio 

Detection and were ordered to work around the clock to complete the chain. 

Twenty sites were operating along Britain's coastline by the outbreak of war in September 1939, 

most of them on the East and South coasts facing France, Belgium, Holland and Norway but construction 

was well underway on the stations that would cover the equally important areas of the West from Northern 

Ireland, Isle of Man, North Wales and South West Wales. 

Radar sites were chosen based upon specific criteria. The land had to be well back from the coast so as to 

be secure against sea bombardment, with a smooth slope between it and the sea to give good height-finding 

and good range-finding abilities. The chosen sites had also to be accessible to heavy engineering works; to 

have soil suitable for carrying the masts; to be convenient to electrical supplies and inconspicuous from the 

air. The Hayscastle Cross site was owned by Mr Phillips the local farmer and requisitioned by the Air Ministry 

under wartime legislation as was the nearby area known as Penparc, as researches into WWII foundations 

found there proved.  
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Figure 1  

In July 1940 the Germans who by this time had overrun France, were launching air attacks against Great 

Britain from the French channel coast. Several took place that month off the Pembrokeshire coast on local 

shipping and on the mainland at Carew airfield and the oil storage depots at Pembroke, often with fatal 

results.  

In addition, U-boats were causing havoc to our supply lifelines from America in the Atlantic, being 

directed to them by long range German aircraft such as the Focke WuIf 'Condor'. In July 1940 the Germans 

who by this time had overrun France, were launching air attacks against Great Britain from the French 

channel coast. Several took place that month off the Pembrokeshire coast on local shipping and on the 

mainland at Carew airfield and the oil storage depots at Pembroke, often with fatal results. In addition, 

U-boats were causing havoc to our supply lifelines from America in the Atlantic, being directed to them by 

long range German aircraft such as the Focke WuIf 'Condor'.  

The Hayscastle Cross CHX Station was established that same month, though far from complete. It 

was to be a modified version of the existing East Coast  type, and it was reported that “only one wooden 

mast was half erected, the huts were ready, the mobile gear was still in lorries and trailers, there was a 

shortage of labour and material and slow progress by the Works Department”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The station directed its signals in an arc from northwest bearing W 280 to northeast bearing E 040, to catch 

enemy aircraft transiting Land’s End and the South Irish Sea towards Liverpool having attacked targets like 

Swansea or Milford Haven. Other radar sites were soon operating in Pembrokeshire at Warren near 

Castlemartin and at Folly near Nolton to counteract low flying aircraft and surface vessels, and at sea, Chain 

Home Low (CHL)/Chain Home Extra Low (CHXL) radar sites were built at St David's, Strumble Head, St 

Twynnells near Castlemartin, Old Castle Head near Manorbier and at Kete near Dale (Figure 1). 

 The Hayscastle Cross station became a main feature of the local landscape with its two main 

wooden receiving towers 325 feet high, the rigging between the towers being known technically as a “curtain 

array”, providing a main and gap-filler array for two frequencies. 

The four transmitting towers of steel construction, which stood at 240 feet high, were able to 

withstand 100 mph winds. It is also reported that the station provided a searchlight system by laying a 

Radar Stations Operating in SW Wales during WWII  (Figure 3) 

Glossary Type Location Grid Reference 

SOC Sector Operational Centre Box, Wiltshire ST 850690 

GCI Ground Control Interception Ripperston, Talpenny 
St. Twynnell’s, 
Castlemartin 

SM 863100 
SR 941974 

CHX Chain Home Station Hayscastle Cross, 
Camrose 
Folly, Nolton 
Warren, Castlemartin 

SM 920256 
SM 858195 
SR 927975 

CHL Chain Home Low Station 
(Low flying aircraft)  

St. Twynnell’s, 
Castlemartin 
Kete, Dale 
Old Castle Head, 
Manorbier 

SR 944975 
SM 804038 
SS 073966 

C 
 
HXL 

Chain Home Extra Low 
Station 
(Sea surface surveillance) 

Strumble Head 
St. Davids 

SM 914396 
SM 735278 
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Figure 3 
Typical Radar/SOC setup 

Figure 2  
Radar console 

directional beam towards the nearest airfield for friendly aircraft to follow, of great value to pilots in foul 

weather conditions 

The operational radar console, plotting rooms (Figure 2), generator and equipment buildings all had to be 

dispersed away from each other as a safety measure in case of an air attack. Radar operators and plotters 

worked around the clock, and were 'rotated' every hour to avoid fatigue. There were emergency Diesel 

Generators to provide backup power supplies in the event of power cuts and some radar stations even had 

an emergency underground operations centre situated some distance from the main station in the event that 

the main complex was ever destroyed or invaded by the enemy, although it is not thought that Hayscastle 

Cross had such an example.  

As has been shown throughout history Pembrokeshire has been a 'back door' to gain access to 

Britain and it was therefore of particular importance to be on the alert to defend it against hostile invaders 

during the war. CH stations like Hayscastle Cross held top-secret equipment and were considered potential 

targets by German Intelligence and so they were ringed by barbed wire and defended by local detachments 

of either the Army or the RAF Regiment from possible Commando attack emanating from an offshore 

submarine. 

 The importance of Hayscastle Cross to the war effort cannot be overlooked. Not only did it provide 

early warning of enemy aircraft in the Southern Irish Sea areas but it also monitored the increasing number 

of Allied aircraft that operated from the local airfields. These were engaged either on training and operational 

sorties, or departing or returning from deep penetration flights over the North Atlantic and Bay of Biscay in 

the battle against the U-boats. 
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OPERATIONS 
  

So what did the personnel actually do at RAF Hayscastle Cross? 

 Basically they sat in front of a circular radar console and identified each "blip" (white dot) on their 

screen display as either a friendly or hostile aircraft and recorded the grid reference positions. In particular 

they were looking for unidentified aircraft intruding into UK airspace that could be the enemy. 

In the early years of WWII, aircraft were manually plotted by reading off the range from the calibrated range 

scale on the display and the bearing from the goniometer, and then tracked locally on a grid-referenced 

plotting board. The resultant grid references were then passed by track-teller, via high quality landlines, to 

the Filter Room where groups of CH stations were directly connected each having their own dedicated 

plotter (Figure 2). The quality of plots varied considerably and it was the job of the plotters to sort out, or 

“filter” the sometimes conflicting information and endeavour to form a true track. 

   

New plots were initially assigned an “X” number until positively identified and then allocated either an 

“H” or “F” prefix for hostile or friendly. The Filter Rooms then transmitted the plots to the local Fighter 

Command GCI  (Figure 4) and to a SOC. At the SOC they were then plotted on a larger map so that the 

Sector Commander could see “the overall” picture. It was he/she who made the decision to scramble fighter 

aircraft to intercept a possible “H” Hostile threat.  

By May 1944, as the German bomber threat receded and because of the high finance and 

manpower demanded, so the stations underwent a rapid contraction. By then there remained 208 warning 

stations and 33 early GCI stations (twenty of them having already been reduced to care and maintenance 

status by then) mainly in the south east of the country. 

When the European war ended in July 1945 most of the CH stations closed down, and all western 

radar cover between St David's Head and Cape Wrath, North West Scotland (the whole of the mainland west 

coast) was withdrawn. Hayscastle Cross became non-operational as did many other radar sites in the area 

and so too were some of the Reporting Centres to which these sites were linked. In due course Hayscastle 

Cross was reduced to minimal care and maintenance status, but the majority of the CH’s were just 

abandoned to decay and vandalism. 

Figure 4 
GCI Station reporting room 
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SITE CLOSURE 
 

According to the movement records, RAF Hayscastle Cross was CLOSED for operations in 1957 and 

was never re-opened again. It was placed under “Care and Maintenance” with RAF Pembroke Dock in 1958 

and soon afterwards the masts were dismantled, then shipped to Trincomalee, Eastern Province, Ceylon (Sri 

Lanka) and re-erected. 

The remnants of the steel hawsers supporting the masts were buried in the corner of the fields under 

Pembrokeshire banks.  

 In the 1960's the land was sold by the Ministry of Defence to local farmers and was returned to agriculture. All 

of the transmitter mast foundation blocks were “blown-up” by the new landowners. Some of the original 

buildings and foundations still remain although derelict throughout the site. 

 
 



 

SITE PLAN AND BUILDINGS 
[Access for photography by kind permission of Mike Price] 

 
No actual detailed site plans for RAF Hayscastle Cross have been located. However, all the West Coast Chain Home Stations were built to a 

similar design and contained the same types of buildings. Thus the site plan of RAF Castell Mawr, which has survived, another CH station of the 
west coast of Wales, has been used to identify the probable purpose of each of the derelict buildings. 

 
Aerial Photograph 1955. 

Meridian Map [Film179, Frame #25831] 
 

KEY 
 

(1) Receiver Towers 
 
(2) Receiver Block Type B - fairly rare and somewhat hard to identify but large and rectangular and usually close to their associated mast. 

 
(3) Standby Set House or Engine House - commonly having huge concrete plinths usually inside but in remote locations outside as well. 

There is often a small shelf halfway up the wall for the coolant header tank. There are at least four types of these. At some sites two 
or more engine houses were used but normally only one was protected 

 
(4) Receiver Block Type C - square and smaller than Type B - having two entrances at right angles but no feeder. The cable ducts and 

the interior are very different from Transmitter Blocks. There was an entrance gate alongside this block. 
 

(5) Transmitter Masts  - Type 1 radar type, referred to as “a wire-stayed lattice mast of some 325ft. tall, resting on a large ball bearing (i.e. 
one concrete base supporting only one per aerial)”. 

 
(6) Sub-station – with three entrances. These buildings are widely debated as many people disagree about the design. On some sites the 

switching gear etc. is still in position. Occasionally only one sub-station was protected by blast walls. 
 

(7)  Transmitter Block Type C - two entrances on the same axis - one front and one back and one entrance having a feeder run beside 
it with four square holes leading into the main ops room. 

 
(8) Transmitter Block Type B - has the same feeder run as Type C although it is different in size and position, and the holes have a 

different pattern as well. 
 

(9) Utility Buildings 
 

(10)  Domestic Buildings   
 

(11)  ACH Buildings.    


